
Motherless Brooklyn: Chapter one devices, themes, and motifs 

In groups, discuss the following elements of the first chapter. Try to answer the questions by finding as many 

specific examples from the chapter as you can. 

 

1. Lionel’s description of his Tourette’s: Lionel spends a lot of time in this chapter discussing his Tourette’s—

what it feels like to have it, the push and pull of certain impulses, etc. How would you summarize 

Lionel’s explanation of his Tourette’s? Lionel often uses metaphors or imagery to describe his condition. 

Find as many of these as possible in formulating your response. 
 

2. The intrusion of Lionel’s tics: What effect does the frequent intrusion of Lionel’s tics have on the 

tension in this chapter? When does he usually have the most tics? Why is this interesting, from a 

storytelling perspective? What do you make of the verbal tics? How would you describe them? Find as 

many examples of his verbal tics as possible in formulating your response. 

 

3. Lionel versus the world: Compare or contrast Lionel’s inner monologue, with the way he relates to 

other people. What is similar about his narrative voice and how he relates to the world around him? What 

is different? When do we see moments of real connection with other people? When do we see moments of 

real disconnection from other people? Find as many examples as possible of passages that highlight the 

discrepancy between his inner and outer life in formulating your response. 

 

4. Dialogue: How would you describe the dialogue in this chapter? Look carefully at the following 

moments of dialogue: Lionel and Gilbert in the car, Minna in the Zendo, Lionel and Gilbert with the 

hospital staff, etc. What do you notice about the dialogue? What feeling does it give off? Find as many 

examples as possible of interesting dialogue in formulating your response. 

 

5. Tone: How would you describe the tone or the mood of this first chapter? In what ways does it conform 

to a conventional detective/crime story? In what ways does it depart from that? Find as many passages as 

possible that you think help contribute to the tone of the chapter in formulating your response. 

 

6. Minna men: How would you describe Lionel and Gilbert’s relationship to Minna? What is interesting 

about it? What is unclear about it? What do you think it means to be a “Minna man?” What does the car 

chase reveal about how Lionel feels about Minna? What does it reveal about how he feels about himself? 

Look for as any passages as possible that hint at the Lionel and Gilbert’s feelings about Minna. 
 

7. The city as a character: What importance does place have for these characters? What particular 

emotions are tied to different parts of the city? Look for passages where neighbourhoods are personified. 

Find as any examples as possible of the characters focusing on neighbourhoods in your response. 

 

8. “I didn’t know anything”: Why is it important to the story that Lionel and Gilbert not know anything 

about why they’re on this particular job? What purpose does their ignorance serve, both in terms of 

dramatic structure and their relationship to Minna? What characters or things do you think will be 

important later on? Look for as many passages as possible where any character discusses how little 

Lionel or Gilbert know about what’s going on. 

 

9. Lionel and Gilbert: Describe Lionel and Gilbert’s relationship. Look at their interactions, dialogue, 

behaviour, and Lionel’s thoughts. How are they similar? How are they different? Look for as many 

passages as possible where their relationship or the similarities or differences between them are 

highlighted.  

 

 


